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US NRC Notice of Violation

Two Violations were cited

1. Failure to have appropriate administrative procedures to 
ensure completion of safety evaluations

INIS does not dispute violation #1

2.  Licensee approved procedures that decreased the 
effectiveness of the radiation safety program

INIS requests NRC’s consideration of the company’s interpretation of 
permitted license activities in regard to violation #2
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Washington DOH Notice of Violation

Two Violations were cited

1. Failure to obtain a radioactive air emissions license

2. Failure to control the release
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Interrelationship of the Violations Cited

NRC Cited Violation #1 - - Failure to have appropriate administrative 
procedures to ensure completion of safety evaluations

Contributed to …

NRC Cited Violation #2 -- Licensee approved procedures that decreased the 
effectiveness of the radiation safety program

And also resulted in… 

WA DOH Violation #1 – INIS Failure to obtain a radioactive air emissions 
license
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Violation #1 Root Cause Discussion

An Adequate risk assessment and ALARA review of OP-SRC-040 had not been 
completed

Initial MHC process was thoroughly reviewed by management

Revisions and new procedures did not adequately consider all risks

Some explanation is worthwhile to understand why this occurred

Explanation is not intended to be an excuse for our actions
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The Evolution of the INIS Source Removal Process

INIS attended training at SWRI

SWRI trained on methods of source removal from source holders

- Hammering roll pins discouraged

- Drilling roll pins discouraged

- Grinding roll pin was the recommended method

Assumed cutting would be done at a “safe” distance from the source

The INIS process did not provide adequate visual clarity in the MHC

The INIS hardware did not adequately secure the source in position

A proper risk assessment for adopting this method was not completed
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Violation #2, NRC’s Inspection Discussion

The NRC inspection report states…

“The inspectors determined that INIS was not authorized by the NRC to remove the sealed
source from its holder in the field using the MHC.”

“It was further determined that INIS approved this procedure for cutting the source holder in
the MHC without NRC’s approval…”

The changes violated license conditions 16 and 23
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The Evolution of INIS’s Source Recovery Process

Initial development of the INIS Mobile Hot Cell (MHC) ~2013

Six years of safe operations

16 different locations

1,180 sources safely removed

Initial license listed 6 specific devices, Amendment 26
August 2014 added any device so long as evaluated
using INIS design control procedures.

All source recovery operations have involved the removal of a
source(s) from the source holder, either cage/basket, drawer,
or tube.
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OP-SRC-024  6/28/13

Document titled “Utilizing Mobile Hot Cell” submitted with license 
amendment request, Amendment 25

Procedure lists compatible Gamma cell units

– GC-10

– GC-40

– GC-100

– GC-200

– GC-220

Every one of these units contains sources within a basket, cage, or holder
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OP-SRC-024  Dated 6/28/13
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GC Manufactures Instructions Manual
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INIS’s Understanding of the NRC license

Condition 16 states “Sealed sources or detector cells containing licensed material shall not be
opened or source removed from source holders by the licensee except as specifically
authorized by this license.”[emphasis added]

INIS has always considered that the specific authorization to perform that work on this device is
contained within license condition 6.L which does specifically address the JLS model 6810 source
(which includes the holder)

INIS believed that the accompanying description of Authorized Use contained in 9.L(i) which
states “Pre-shipment activities such as preparing the contents for loading…” and 9.L.(iii) and
9.L.(iv) which allows transfer between devices not listed provided compatibility has been
evaluated

Performing a transfer of the 6810 source from the device into a transportation
package is not possible without removing the source from the holder and that was
known in advance and considered in the work planning.
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OP-SRC-026  Dated 5/6/14
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OP-SRC-040
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JLS Source Information

USA/9215/B(U) Rev 15 Required:

(1) Special Form Material

(2) Contents must be secured in the drum assembly so as to restrict movement in any 

direction to less than 0.25 inch, by lead, steel, or tungsten full diameter plugs and 

spacers

(3) In addition to the shielding provided by the shipping/transfer cask (S/TC) and S/TC 

cover, a minimum of 2 inches of lead, 2 inches of tungsten or 3 inches of steel 

shall be inserted between the source and the ST/C cover as axial shielding 

material in the drum assembly. This additional shielding material may be part of 

the plugs and spacers or part of the source drawer.

INIS’ decision to remove source from holder was in order to meet these requirements. 

Theratron Source Drawer VS JLS Mark 1-68 source holder
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Corrective Actions

Stop all Co60 hot cell and field service work activities

Complete reviews and risk assessments of all related
procedures

Implement additional “independent” reviews
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Stop all similar work activities

Management terminated all future field service work activities

Amended the NRC license to remove field service activities from
permitted operations
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Risk Assessment and Safety Evaluation Process

Terminate all Co-60 and source transfer procedures not 
planned for routine use – 34 documents

Evaluate the Risk Assessment and Safety Evaluation Process

Reviewed OP-QMS-012 Rev C Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) 
Procedure and determined the procedure addressed the risk 
assessment process

Completed an updated FMEA for cobalt operations, more from a cradle 
to grave perspective

Revised Radiation Safety Manual ALARA Committee & Evaluation Form

Strengthened risk assessment/safety assessment in the document  
change process
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F-77 Document Change Request Form Changes

1. Identifies magnitude of change, 
Major, Minor, Grammatical.

2. Require procedure review by 
RSO or ALARA in addition to 
affected sections.

3. ALARA Chair determines need 
for an ALARA Review.

4. ALARA Chair evaluates change 
against increase in probability 
or severity of an event.

5. Addresses formal risk 
assessment (using INIS FMEA 
process)
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F-77 Document Change Request Form Changes

6. Rearranged Page 2, Review and 
Approval Section at top of 
page.

7. Added comment resolved 
column.

8. Added ALARA Committee 
Comments Section. 

Completed form F-77 and 
handwritten comments on red-
lined procedure with comment 
resolutions maintained in 
document history file.
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Risk Assessment and Safety Evaluation Process

Complete “Fresh”  Risk Assessment Safety Evaluations of Co-
60 and source handling OP’s and WI’s

6 ALARA review meetings conducted

21 procedures and work instructions reviewed to date

Some procedures received multiple reviews

2 walk throughs of procedures completed for 
ALARA committee

Several procedure reviews are still underway 
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Corrective Actions - Continued

Implement additional “independent” reviews

Additional staff participation

Have contracted with Porter House Inc.

History of performance of independent reviews

Idaho National Laboratory

Savanah River Site

Mound

Nevada Test Site

Annual audit…Plus

• Other areas where they identify weakness or problems

• Participation on ALARA committee as appropriate

• Function as an independent auditor
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Conclusions and Considerations

• INIS does not dispute violation #1

• INIS requests NRC’s consideration of the company’s 
interpretation of permitted license activities in regard to
violation #2

• INIS does request NRC consideration of the following when 
considering enforcement action

– Overall performance of the INIS radiation safety program

– INIS immediate and supplementary actions to try to reduce the consequences of the 
event

– Additional timely corrective actions taken by INIS to prevent reoccurrence

– INIS has already incurred significant financial impact from this event

Cancelations of over $1 million in field service contracts

INIS expenditure time and over $350,000 in internal costs for recovery

WA DOH civil penalty still pending

Possibility of future civil actions against INIS




